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raiser of the goat—will get anything from ten francs to six
piastres for his cured goatskin according to the latitude
in which that emblem of original sin was raised. When
it has passed through the hands of collectors and forwarders
it probably costs the padrone of the Levantine or the
small French shopkeeper from fifteen to seventeen francs.
The small shopkeeper, having the imagination of a small
shopkeeper, will charge you from twenty-one to thirty-two
francs for the skin. The boundless imagination of the
be-fezzed pedlar will not go beyond frs. 144, and you can
beat him down to frs. 25. But the unbounded imagination
of the professional fur-seller will let him rise to frs. 288 for
an article that originally cost frs, 10. And his trade-combine
will not let him take one penny less.
§
These excursions into the usual phenomena of pricings are
put in here merely to make the reader feel happy. Being
the eventual consumer he will normally consider himself
the slave of the eventual retailer. Let him, then, take pleasure
in the thought that, compared with the Original Producer,
he is a free man indeed. He at least can refrain from
purchasing. But the miserable goat-breeder pr terrapin
catcher damn well has to sell his produce at the price
fixed for him by his purchaser's combine or he will starve.
And the reader may draw additional pleasure at the
thought of the millions of goats and terrapins that are
every year slaughtered and burned ... to keep up the
prices.
And he may get final joy in the additional thought that
all these people who stand between him and the Original
Producer—the collectors, the forwarders, the market auc-
tioneers, the first and second wholesalers, the retailers,
the restaurateuis—and even the padrones of the Levantine
pedlars . . . all of them are perpetually on the verge of
bankruptcy . . . Every one of them. And the red-fezzed
pedlars are so near starving as makes no difference.
Yes, you are right. This is a magnificent and generous
civilization, this of ours. Let us think of something else.

